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Managing water, crops and ‘working capital’ in Bangladesh. 
And improve the fish Value Chain. 
 
23 February 2018, by Robert van den Heuvel 
 

 
 
We are working on a great project in Southwest Bangladesh. 
We combine improvement on water management, agriculture and fishery. 
The results are less inconvenience from flooding and drought, stronger value chains in 
agriculture & fishery, and extra income for local farmers. 
 
Southwest Bangladesh: water as ally or enemy 
Together with the Asian Development Bank (ADB), the government of Bangladesh and the Dutch 
Embassy, we run a project on the improvement of the water management in Southwest 
Bangladesh. The project builds sluices, canals and regulators to make farmers and farmer 
organizations capable to manage the water.  
 

 

They are able to drain and irrigate their land. 
The improved water infrastructure appeared to 
be an important production factor for farming. 
The costs of building this water infrastructure 
are a government investment. But the farmer 
community has to bear the costs of Operation 
and Maintenance of the infrastructure. This 
requires extra cash flow. We support farmers 
to generate extra income from their land and 
fishery. It means that the project – besides 
building a water management infrastructure – 
aims strengthening the farmer’s business and -
income.  
A wealth of opportunities emerged during our 
3-week value chain analysis in Narail, one of 
the districts in Southwest Bangladesh. We 
found so-called ‘Value Creators’ for rice, 
tomato, fish and shrimp farming, and 
calculated the business cases.

Water regulator in Mulia 
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Water Management Groups – A perfect entry point 
 
During the 13th century the Netherlands 
started ‘Water management organizations’. 
These were organizations of farmers, who 
joined forces to manage the water. Managing 
the water from two perspectives: safety and 
use for agriculture or milling. Managing the 
water should not be limited to the plot of 
one single farmer. It is, by definition, an 
issue, which needs to be handled together 
with other farmers. Water flows from one 
plot to another. Flooding and water scarcity 
were and are the worry for more farmers in 
the same area. Our project in Southwest 
Bangladesh also established ‘Water 
Management Groups (WMG)’, like in The 
Netherlands centuries ago. A WMG has 200 – 
500 farmer members. 
  

Sluice in Mulia 
 

The WMG has s similar governance and structure as a cooperative. Farmers pay a membership 
fee and decisions are taken by voting. The WMG builds up savings and can act as a bank by 
lending money to farmers at a reasonable interest rate (5%, while suppliers of for example 
seeds or feed ask 16%). The WMG has bargaining power towards suppliers and wholesalers. 
Successful innovations at farmer level can be scaled to other farmers within the WMG. 
Investments, which are too risky or too big for a single farmer, occur at WMG-level. These 
WMGs are our entry point to strengthen the value chain and to improve farmer’s business.  
 
Value Chain approach – ‘Make agriculture measurable’ 
The Value Chain approach is a systematic way of analysing the links in the chain from input 
supply to consumption. We mapped actors, activities, bottlenecks and opportunities.  
 

 

We analyzed four agricultural value chains in Narail 
district: fish, shrimp, rice and summer tomato. This 
analysis revealed that WMGs and farmers in Narail 
have very attractive and feasible opportunities to 
improve their yield, sales and income. And it 
emphasized that agriculture and fishery in 
Bangladesh have much room for improvement! 
We developed 10 business cases for these value 
chains; business cases with a return on investment 
of 1-2 years. We expect that most cases even have 
a return on investment of only one crop season. 
Clear business options. ‘We make agriculture 
measurable.’ 
The WMGs and farmers have the ambition, the 
(lead) farmers, ànd the financial resources to 
execute these business cases. We identified so-
called ‘Value Creators’. Value Creators are ‘cost 
savings’ or ‘extra revenues’ for farmer and/or 
WMG. The Value Creators improve income of the 
farmer, and in some cases income of the WMG.  
 

Tomato farmer in Jessore 
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We will highlight the Value Creators and business cases of the Fish Value Chain. 

Fish value chain 
The farmers in Southwest Bangladesh raise several types of fresh water fish (tilapia, carp, cat 
fish) and sweet water shrimps. Raising fish happens at large scale with small fish ponds (0,15 
ha). The value chain of fish has important potential Value Creators, like decreasing the 
mortality rate of fingerlings (young fish), and the supply of quality fish feed at an affordable 
price.  Most of the Value Creators for fish are at the pre-harvest side. 
 
 
Choose attractive fish varieties 
Based on market demand the fish farmer can make choices in fish variety. Which variety should 
he raise in order to get the best sales and profit? This means he makes choices amongst 
familiar fish varieties; but also new varieties. One lead farmer introduced – after a study trip to 
Vietnam – the snakehead fish. By innovating and being a first mover with such a new variety in 
the area - or even the first one in Bangladesh, - farmers create a better position; they could 
receive a premium price for some varieties. They create extra value. 

Fish value chain – Value Creators 
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Borrow pit as cost saver 
Borrow pits, which are excavations as a 
result of the built water infrastructure, 
could function as fish ponds. The 
expectation is that 20-50% of the current 
borrow pits are feasible for this. The WMG 
owns the borrow-pits. It means that the 
WMG can take the lead in renting these 
borrow pits to farmers at a reduced price 
(50%). This gives a cost saving of almost 
Taka (Tk) 3.000 (€30) per year for an 
average fish pond of 50 decimal (0,15 ha). 
100 Taka (Tk) = €1. 

Fish pond in Narail 
 
Raising fingerlings is a profession 
A big issue in raising fish is the mortality rate of the fingerlings, the young fish. The mortality 
rate could go up to 30%. The reasons are multiple: small ponds, wrong transport of young 
fingerlings, too late separation of small and bigger fingerlings, lack of skills at farmer level. 
Cost savings are achievable.  
 
 
The WMG and farmers can follow a dual 
strategy. Two or three farmers within the 
WMG specialize as a ‘nursery farmer’. They 
receive training on raising fingerlings, and 
then sell these to fish farmers of their own 
WMG. The sales of the fingerlings bring extra 
profit to these nursery farmers. And the 
WMG captures a bigger part of the value 
chain, because it keeps the sales of the 
fingerlings within the WMG. Raising 
fingerlings by a professional reduces the 
mortality rate from 30% to 10%. 
The second part of the strategy is that the 
farmers buy bigger fingerlings. The 
fingerlings are most vulnerable when they 
are small and young. So leave that stage to 
the experienced nursery farmer. Buying 
bigger fingerlings instead of small fingerlings 
brings the mortality rate down from 25-30% 
to 5%. 
 
 

 
Fingerling farm in Jessore

 
It pays off to buy the more expensive bigger fingerlings compared to the small ones. The 
business case illustrates this. The extra profit– in case of 1.000 fingerlings – is Tk 8.000 (€80). 
The extra Returns on Invested Capital in case of buying bigger fingerlings compared too buying 
small fingerlings is 5-10%.  
 
Own feed production – Attractive backward integration 
Moving backward in the value chain also means reducing the costs of the fish feed. Fish feed is 
the biggest cost component in raising fish. The fish feed in town costs Tk 50-55 per kg; and 
often the farmer has to buy (partly) on credit from the supplier at an interest rate of 16%. If 
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the WMG produces the feed itself, or one of the WMG members is producing, the costs could go 
down to Tk 37/kg. This means that the farmers have 30% cheaper feed and need less credit. 
Part of the strategy is or could be, that the WMG uses its collective savings as loan for fish 
farmers (at 5% interest rate). This avoids buying on credit at the feed supplier in town, and the 
included high interest rate.  
So also here we could follow a dual strategy. Farmers save costs by purchasing own-made fish 
feed, and the WMG can use saved budgets to provide a loan to farmers. Additional benefits of 
having the feed production in own hands at WMG-level, are the guarantee of quality, 
traceability and food safety of the feed. 
The business case at farmer-level shows a cost reduction of Tk 22/kg fish (28% cost savings!). 
The business case and cash flow analysis for own feed production is feasible and very 
attractive. The WMG or entrepreneur, who runs the fish feed business, has a profit of  
Tk 30.000 (€ 300) per year. This investment for this case could come from the WMG-savings, 
own budget of an entrepreneur, or via a bank loan. The machine for feed production has a 
Return on Investment within 5 years, and an economic lifetime of at least 10 years.  
Own feed production is a real Value Creator for fish farmers in Bangladesh. 
 

 
Fish market in Narail 
 

Sales in Faridpur – Attractive forward 
integration 
The next Value Creator is at the post-harvest 
side.  
More or less all the fish in Narail comes from ‘our 
WMGs’. It means we have almost a ‘monopoly 
position’ on the local market. This gives 
bargaining power to middlemen and wholesalers. 
And we see that the sales price to wholesalers in 
Faridpur (a town at 2 hours drive from Narail) is 
30% higher (Tk 120/kg instead of Tk 90/kg). This 
means that an average farmer with 230 kg of fish 
has Tk 3.450 (€35) more revenues per season, in 
case he sells 50% of his fish in Faridpur. These 
extra revenues are partly needed for transport 
and marketing (build up wholesale market). If 
ten farmers of the WMG combine their harvest 
and share a small truck, and join in their 
marketing efforts, this Value Creator is even 
more attractive. Farmers can share costs (truck, 
marketing)

Financing – Bottleneck or game changer 
One of the Key Success Factors in realizing the Value Creators is the availability of working 
capital and investment money. All business cases require – although often for one crop season 
(6 months) – working capital or investment money (finance). The finance could come from own 
resources, savings of the WMG, or from external parties. Investments in business cases 
generate new funds for next investments. The available funds and quick Return on Investment 
(<1 year) facilitate execution of business cases and progress. 
 
More income for farmers – Well-timed! 
So, we see several attractive Value Creators for the fish farmers in Narail district. Besides the 
fish pond, they often have a rice field and/or vegetable. Rice and vegetable show similar Value 
Creators: cost savings and extra revenues. Better water management, using the 4/5 month rice 
variety instead of the 6-month variety, and exploring vegetable farming, improve the crop 
intensity and yield from their land. 
This value chain analysis is really well timed. The WMG and fish farmers are in the phase 
that they can make big leaps in a short period of time. Currently the farmers have a solid 
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basis for professionalizing their farm. Now they can make the shift towards commercial 
farming. Together with the WMGs the farmers have the time, skills and ambition to think 
ahead; further than a few months. They think of new fish varieties, cost savings on inputs 
(fingerlings and feed) and new outlets (neighboring towns).  
 
Learnings 
What started as a project for enhancing the water management and water infrastructure, 
results in achievable business opportunities for farmers. We see five Key Success Factors:  
• Convert bottlenecks and inefficiencies in the chain into Value Creators with cost savings 

(fingerlings, own feed production) or extra revenues (sales in neighboring towns).  
• Make agriculture measurable with hard figures (business cases).  
• Activate finance arrangements (WMG-savings, bank loan). And very important for farmers: 

‘make the mental shift from subsistence/small farming to commercial farming’. 
• Start with lead farmers, and scale up within the WMG. Make small steps, which the farmers 

and WMGs can oversee and absorb during implementation. 
• Use the WMGs as an entry point; the WMGs have the structure and governance to start and 

to scale successful business cases. 
 

 
Transplanting rice seedlings in South-east Bangladesh 
 
Future 
Farmers in Southwest Bangladesh use water and the new infrastructure for the better. It is 
great to see how farmers and entrepreneurs improve their crops and pick up new farming 
opportunities. Above all, these farmers succeed in managing the water, their crops and their 
future. 
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Rice – do everything right 
Most of the farmers in this SW-area grow paddy (rice). Rice means food security for the families 
and for the country of Bangladesh. Rice farming is a matter of doing everything right: from 
seed quality to sowing, transplanting after 25 days, weeding and harvesting, drying and storing. 
In other words, many steps can go wrong 
 
Mental shift – from food security to commercial farming 
From food security to commercial farming is a mental shift. Once a farmer grows his own rice, 
he knows he his own food. Growing tomato or other vegetables 
 
Enterprising farmers can make – with relatively small investments – big leaps in their turnover 
and profitability.  


